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Objective:   

 Evidence actions carried out by cooperatives in relation to education and triple 
sustainability, while considering possible articulations to be developed jointly.    

 Context:    

Cooperativism has been (and is), a precursor in sustainable development, 
understanding sustainability as one that encompasses three edges, the social, based on 
associates, families and communities; the economic, focused on the associates and 

collaborators and the environmental, focused on the relationship of cooperative 
organizations with the community, generating wealth from the territorial spaces in which 
the organizations develop their activities.  

That is why this activity seeks to share experiences that structured within the 

education processes of cooperatives contribute to training and capacity building for 
sustainability.    

 Methodology:   

 The activity will be developed in two blocks, the first, will present cooperative 
experiences with which you will interact through the moderator and exchange with the 
participants. In a second block, all those who are part of the activity will work at tables 
seeking to give answers to questions raised by the organizing team.    
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Timetable  Thematic exhibition  Responsible  

14-00 a 14-05  Welcome member of the Board of Directors of 

Cooperatives of the Americas  
 Bethania Melendez 

14-05 a 14-10  Presentation of the activity Juan Angel Santacruz 

14-10 a 14-15  Methodological presentation  Orlando Pérez  

14:15 a 15:30  

Panel I, Cooperative Experiences   

Hector Cordova, FEDECACES, El Salvador 

Yanio Concepción, Cooperativa Vega Real, 

Dominican Republic 

Esteban Souberlich, "ALT, environmental education 

experiences" CONCOPAR, Paraguay 

Mirna Lovatti, "Coopeduc, sustainable development 

models", Fecoprod 

Orlando Pérez  

  

15:30 a 16:00   
Question Space    

16-00 a 16-30  Coffee break    

16:30 a 17:30    
Table work    

17:30 a 17:45   
Presentation of results    

17:45 a 17:55  
Presentation of results.     

17-55 a 18-00  Closure of the activity    
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